An ancient science re-discovered

Over 4,000 years of use and experience

Magnetic field therapy is one of the world’s oldest forms of healing. It was at the center of the medical philosophy and practice of the Ancient Greeks, Romans, Egyptians and South American Indians. The medieval Swiss alchemist, physician and astronomer, Paracelsus, documented the efficacy of magnetic fields in the 1500’s. He is still regarded as the first pioneer of modern magnetic field therapy. In the 20th Century, the first clinical studies were conducted in Russia and Japan, followed by groundbreaking in Germany by Professors Lechner and Ascherl. Today, like other age-old therapies such as acupuncture and homeopathy, magnetic field therapy is enjoying a true renaissance in the world of complementary and alternative medicine.

Not all magnetic fields are the same

The latest insights gathered through scientific and medical research show that not every type of magnetic field is effective in promoting optimal health in living organisms. It is now known that pulsating oscillations that mimic the vibrations of the Earth’s own magnetic field can benefit every cell of our body, as long as they have the correct intensity, information content and resonance characteristics. How? By recharging our current conducting cell membranes through precisely regulated electromagnetic fields. When all the body’s cells are simultaneously stimulated with natural, resonant electromagnetic vibrations, cell vitality increases, metabolism is enhanced and total body energy is improved. This is the power of intelligent magnetic resonance stimulation (iMRS)

Cutting-edge technology, sleek design, elegant simplicity

Swiss Bionic Solutions’ highly effective core MRS technology is used in more home-use systems than any other in the world. Offering the same uncompromising German-engineered quality and reliability the iMRS sets a new industry standard for in-home efficacy, aesthetics, ergonomic comfort and user-friendliness.

“In my view, energy is humanity’s greatest divine gift.”

Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835),
Prussian philosopher, linguist and statesman
Improve wellbeing with pulsating electromagnetic fields (PEMF)

In every area of life, benefit from the power of Magnetic-Resonance-Stimulation. iMRS systems can be tailored to your individual health and wellness needs, providing a wide variety of applications for the maintenance of your personal wellbeing and health.

For Your Business Life:
- to maximize your mental clarity, focus and productivity
- for efficient 8 - 24 minute work breaks, providing essential renewal in the midst of your projects requiring heavy concentration
- for healthy on-the-job stress management

For Professional and Amateur Sports:
- for pre-competition warm-up
- to reduce or eliminate lost training days due to illness
- for rapid post-exercise recovery after strenuous workouts
- to support faster rehabilitation for injuries

For Older People:
- to improve mobility
- to increase energy, vitality and strength
- to provide metabolic support for bed-bound people
- to optimize physical and psychological balance

For Wellness and Anti-Aging:
- to improve circulation and immune system function
- to activate cellular metabolism and repair
- to aid relaxation and detoxification
- to provide optimal overall vitality

“Health isn’t everything, but without health, everything is nothing.”

Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860),
German Philosopher
iMRS Systems

Pulsed Electro Magnetic Field (PEMF) - Devices for home use are on the market for nearly two decades. Swiss Bionic Solutions®, the only company worldwide with its own research-, engineering-development- and manufacturing chain is the world market leader with the legendary MRS 2000+ product series for more than 15 years. 400.000 users worldwide benefit already from the various positive effects of an electromagnetic field application.

The brand new iMRS-Series is the result of 20 years of experience in energy medicine as well as the essence of more than 3,65 billion single applications worldwide with our low-pulsed electromagnetic field devices MRS 2000+ HOME and MED. For the first time in history, a PEMF-Device for home use offers a whole range of additional options (iSLRS, iGUIDE), provided with a modular SD-Card System, and the ability to „listen“ to its user during an application (iMORE-technology) and adjust its patterns.

iMRS Packages

**Wellfit:**
Includes Control Unit, Power Plug, Owner’s Manual, build-in Music Player, Two (2) Applicators: Whole Body Mat and Pad, SD Card for basic home settings up to 200.

**Complete:**
Includes Control Unit, Power Plug, Owner’s Manual, build-in Music Player, Three (3) Applicators: Whole Body Mat, Pad and Probe, SD Card for complete wellness settings up to 400.

**Professional:**
Includes Control Unit, Power Plug, Owner’s Manual, build-in Music Player, Three (3) Applicators: Whole Body Mat, Pad and Probe, SD Card for complete wellness settings up to 400, and featuring:
- **iGUIDE:** a virtual database with more than 3000 pre-programmed settings for all three applicators
- **Adjustable timer** for sessions lasting from 2-60 minutes

“Look deep into nature and you will understand everything better.”

*Albert Einstein (1879-1955)*
*German physicist, philosopher and author*
Applicators

Whole Body Applicator
The iMRS whole body applicator uses 3 pairs of coils to deliver the electromagnetic pulsations to the entire body simultaneously. It automatically incorporates variances in the circadian rhythms of the human body with 4 different programs depending on the time of day the iMRS is used (Chinese Organ Clock). The whole body applicator is used to enhance circulatory effects and oxygen delivery, for improving energy, stamina and sleep, and for overall wellness. The whole body applicator generates a sawtooth electromagnetic waveform.

Local Pad Applicator
The pad applicator uses 1 pair of coils with an equal number of copper windings in each coil to generate two symmetrical electromagnetic field contours. It is commonly used to release tension in headaches and in the neck, shoulders, and lower back, to reduce muscle soreness after strenuous exercise or injury, and to support the lungs, pancreas, kidneys, liver, digestive tract and lower abdominal organs. The pad applicator can be used to assist in the relief of pain and discomfort in tendinitis, arthritis, plantar fascitis, bursitis and myofascitis.

Local Probe Applicator
The probe applicator is able to convert electrical impulses to the highest average peak intensity delivered by the iMRS - 300 microTesla. The whole body applicator and the pad applicator have a maximum average output of 45 microTesla. The probe is useful in concentrating a more intense square wave to smaller areas of the body; for example, the joints of the hand and feet, the sinuses, and the TMJ (jaw joint).
iMORE

iMORE (= interactive MOnitoring and REgulation) system is advanced technology that enables the iMRS to “listen” to your body during your daily sessions on the iMRS. By monitoring your heart rate variability iMORE adjusts iMRS- signals to dynamically support optimal balance of your body’s regulatory systems.

Studies have shown that heart rate variability (HRV) is reliable predictor of overall health and longevity. Improving your HRV means a stronger ability to handle stress, a lower risk of life-threatening heart disease, and a longer, healthier life. Through iMORE every iMRS system has the built-in ability to evaluate and over time to enhance your HRV.

The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) is the division of the nervous system that regulates the heart, the digestive system, and the glands (endocrine system). The ANS has two divisions: the sympathetic division, responsible for survival (e.g., “fight, flight and fright”); and the parasympathetic division, responsible for healing and regeneration (e.g., the “rest and digest” system).

It is well known that the autonomic response is the first human response to any physical or psychological stimulus, including disease and injury. Furthermore autonomic dysfunction, as measured by impaired HRV response, represents a compromised ability for the body to recover. Improving HRV over time means your body’s cells and regulatory systems are progressing towards maximum strength and vitality. In short, your body’s ability to repair is improved. And that is what true health and wellness is all about!

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it”

Alan Kay
American Computer Scientist
Our fast-paced lives are becoming ever more demanding and complicated. For many it is only a matter of time before the signs of fatigue, pressure and stress begin to take their toll. Prescription and illicit drug use for depression, anxiety and insomnia are at an all-time high. At Swiss Bionic Solutions we have an innovative and powerful alternative: the iSLRS.

The iSLRS, an integrated Sound & Light Relaxation System, can best be described as a “spa for your brain.” It works seamlessly with your iMRS to melt away stress, improve oxygen circulation to your brain, deepen your ability to enjoy relaxation, restorative sleep and to naturally improve emotional balance without drugs or side effects.

Used regularly independently or in conjunction with the iMRS whole body mat applicator, the iSLRS is the perfect antidote for a modern culture that incessantly bombards us with more and more, faster and faster. While every cell of your body enjoys the oasis of rejuvenation provided by the iMRS, the iSLRS simultaneously bathes your brain with the rest and renewal it needs to return to balance and equilibrium. Mental focus, clarity and productivity improve. Irritability gives way to a sense of wellbeing.

The iSLRS is plug-and-play. Simply connect the LED-goggles, headphones and SD card and begin your iMRS session as you normally would. In addition the built-in Music Player in the iMRS provides you with specially designed and anticipated wellness music, which vibrates within the natural frequency range of the brain. Masterful German engineering makes it just that easy to achieve the balance and renewal you need to thrive with optimal health.

The iSLRS comes with the following features:

- LED-Goggles with specialized multi color strobes (red, blue, green), integrated binaural headphones with adjustable volume
- Customized SD card for integration with your iMRS
- Specially designed 4-program brain wave entrainment technology

“Every great advance in science has issued from a new audacity of imagination”

John Dewey (1859 - 1952)
American philosopher